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ABSTRACT With increased interest in 6G (6th Generation) cellular networks that can support intelligently
small-cell communication will result in effective device-to-device (D2D) communication. High throughput
requirement in 5G/6G cellular technology requires each device to act as intelligent transmission relays.
Inclusion of such intelligence relays and support of quantum computing at D2D may compromise existing
security mechanisms and may lead towards primitive attacks such as impersonation attack, rouge device
attack, replay attack, MITM attack, and DoS attack. Thus, an effective yet lightweight security scheme is
required that can support existing low computation devices and can address the challenges that 5G/6G poses.
This paper proposes a Lightweight ECC (elliptic curve cryptography)-based Multifactor Authentication
Protocol (LEMAP) for miniaturizedmobile devices. LEMAP is the extension of our previous published work
TLwS (trust-based lightweight security scheme) which utilizes ECC with Elgamal for achieving lightweight
security protocol, confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation. Multi-factor Authentication is based on
OTP (Biometrics, random number), timestamp, challenge, and password. This scheme has mitigated the
above-mentioned attacks with significantly lower computation cost, communication cost, and authentication
overhead. We have proven the correctness of the scheme using widely accepted Burrows-Abadi-Needham
(BAN) logic and analyzed the performance of the scheme by using a simulator. The security analysis of the
scheme has been conducted using the Discrete Logarithm Problem to verify any quantum attack possibility.
The proposed scheme works well for 5G/6G cellular networks for single and multihop scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Multifactor authentication, LEMAP, D2D communication, 6G, BAN (BAN Logic),
Elgamal.

I. INTRODUCTION
Demand for speed and increased connectivity has resulted
in the evolution of 5G/6G cellular network standards. The
mandatory requirements for 5G/6G are high speed, ubiq-
uitous connectivity, intelligence, and quantum computing
support. The newly developing 6G cellular network is
considered innovative as it can support intelligently high-
speed data, broadband, and multimedia services with lower

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Petros Nicopolitidis .

latency. Device to Device (D2D) is an integral part of
the 5G/6G cellular network to achieve higher data rates
in ultra-dense small cells. It facilitates the discovery of
geographically close devices to enable direct communication
between neighboring devices thus improving communication
capabilities, reducing power consumption and latency [1].

D2Dwas introduced initially in LTE-A to enhance network
performance in ultra-dense environments and can work with
or without the supervision of network infrastructure, thus
making it more prevalent for deployment in disastrous areas
or low coverage services areas [2].
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FIGURE 1. Basic multi-hop D2D cellular network communication.

Figure 1. illustrates the multi-hop communication archi-
tecture of D2D that shows devices are controlled by evolved
node base station (eNB). These devices can connect with each
other after establishing the authentication and authorization
with eNB. Cluster Head (CH) acts as a relaying agent
between eNB and devices for the establishment of a secure
communication channel. In recent trends, it is observed
that D2D communication has achieved additional features
where multi-hop D2D communication is also possible. Multi-
hop D2D communication allows local area communication
between multiple devices where one or more devices can
act as intelligent relays or CH. It also allows extended
coverage so that devices outside the coverage area can be
accommodated.

However, typical D2D communication in LTE-A/5G,
when allowed to work as intelligent forwarding agent
relays, consequently, exposed the communication to several
security vulnerabilities and breaches, for instance, quantum
attacks, 51% attacks [3], man in the middle (MITM) attack,
masquerading attack, denial of service (DoS) attack, rouge
relay attack and privacy issues in current 5G/6G cellular
networks. Several security schemes have been proposed for
D2D communication security which includes River Shamir
Adleman (RSA) [4], Diffie Hellman (DH) [5], Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) [6]–[8], Elliptic Curve Cryptography
with Diffie Hellman (ECDH) [9], [10] are few combinations
that have been used. These security challenges are more
crucial and harder to mitigate because of the resource-
constrained nature of cellular devices. Therefore, there is
an acute need to consider security design requirements for
ensuring a secure and trustworthy environment for D2D
cellular communication. To solve these security challenges
in D2D communication, a lightweight and secure D2D
communication system is required that can provide secure
mutual authentication, data confidentiality/integrity, and
anonymity.

This paper is the extension of our previously pub-
lished work where a trust-based lightweight security
scheme (TLWS) for D2D multihop communication is

proposed. This proposed scheme utilized an elliptic curve
and Elgamal cryptosystem assisted with a secure hashing
algorithm, timestamps, and blindfold challenge for secure
communication and key agreements [6]. However, in this
paper, we propose a lightweight multifactor authentication
security scheme for a multihop scenario that can mitigate
the above-mentioned attacks with reduced authentication
overhead, computation cost, and lower communication
cost. The proposed scheme is based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) which is one of the lightweight
asymmetric-key techniques compared to currently adapted
public-key encryption algorithms such as RSA. ECC
provides 3072-bit RSA cryptographic security using a 256-bit
key [11].

A. MOTIVATION
Most of the authors tried tomitigate well-known and common
MAC (medium access control) layer attacks, for instance,
Replay attack, MITM, DoS attack, and impersonation attack.
By taking few assumptions like identity can be shared
publicly, communication channels are always secure, and
some of the credentials can be sent without encryption,
the timestamp cannot be modified, single hashing can
resolve the integrity problem and cryptosystem is free of
quantum brute force and password guessing attacks [12]–
[15]. However, several researchers believed that if the above-
mentioned assumptions are not carefully addressed, they can
lead towards common MAC layer attacks [6], [16]–[18] For
instance, an identity reveals attack can lead to theft of identity,
which leads towards impersonation attack or man in the
middle attack.

Most of the authors achieved a secure end-to-end com-
munication at the expense of high computation cost and
message authentication overhead in multihop [19]–[22]
However, it is well agreed that using a lightweight security
mechanism and transmitting a small number ofmessages over
the communication link is always advisable to reduce the
challenges of security threats, authentication overhead, and
well suits to miniaturized devices [15], [23], [24].

Although current security schemes have addressed some of
the challenges, several challenges require further attention.
One of the challenges is that key size must be small as
larger key size results in higher operational costs. Normally,
a larger key size is required to make the security scheme safe
against quantum attacks but this results in higher operational
costs [25]. Previous research has shown that a very large
key size cannot be used in the D2D security scheme due to
memory, storage, and computation requirements [26].

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The first contribution is a lightweight cryptographic multi-
factor authentication scheme that helps secure D2D commu-
nication in an open insecure environment. This is a novel
cryptosystem that utilizes ECC with Elgamal for achieving
confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation. Elgamal has
a smaller key size which helps not only in the reduction of
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operational and communication costs but also makes it usable
on miniature devices. This also applies a digital signature to
achieve authentication while double hashing using SHAv3
combined with a timestamp and blindfold challenge scheme
providing three-dimensional security that is integrity, fresh-
ness, and mutual authentication. Three-dimensional security
using Double Hashing based on SHAv3 combined with
multi-factor authentication provides integrity, confusion,
diffusion, freshness, and mutual authentication. Multi-factors
used for authentication include one-time password OTP
(Biometrics, random number), timestamp, challenge, and
password which provide mitigation of all major security
attacks for complete secure communication. This scheme
also offers reduced authentication overhead, communication,
and computation cost due to the merged challenge-response
scheme. The proposed scheme enhances the security perfor-
mance by addressing all security requirements. It reduces
the authentication overhead for single-hop and multi-hop
communication. It has a lower computation overhead that
helps devices to consume less computational power and has
also lower communication overhead resulting in the reduction
of network traffic significantly.

C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II Related works are given. A proposed system
model is presented in Section III. Formal security anal-
ysis is given in section IV, followed by the results and
discussion in section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS
This section briefly reviews several mutual authentication
schemes proposed in the literature. The design of authentica-
tion protocols has not been a smooth journey. Reference [27]
proposed an efficient and secure two-factor password authen-
tication scheme with a card reader (terminal) verification
algorithm.Multifactor parameters which include (biometrics,
password, and smart card) are used for authentication which
ensures much better security. This scheme mitigates man-
in-the-middle attack and provides multi-level hashing for
rigorous authentication and integrity. The proposed scheme
also provides Quantum attack safety. Despite the above
strengths of the scheme, the proposed scheme is still
vulnerable to some threats and drawbacks. For example, ID is
sent as plain text without encryption on the open channel;
this can result in location-identity reveals attack as explained
in [28] and [29]. When data is sent from the user to cluster
head, an unencrypted message is sent on an open channel
which can cause modification of the message, and hence it
can result in MITM [23], [30], [31]. Hash of data is sent
without timestamp; this can cause replay attack. A smart card
is used as multi-factor authentication which is vulnerable to
identity theft and the duplication of card threats [32].

Park et al. [16] proposed another protocol 2PAKEP:
provably secure and efficient two-party authenticated key

exchange protocol for mobile environment uses multifactor
authentication (biometrics, nonce, timestamp, OTP) and it
is safe against replay attack. Although the scheme mitigates
replay attacks, it is still vulnerable to some threats such as ID
being sent as plain text which can result in a location-identity
reveal attack. Data is shared unencrypted and modification of
timestamp can cause a replay attack, so MITM is possible.
Unencrypted data is received at the cluster head which
will result in a rouge relay attack [15], [33]. The single
hash function can result in a weak-collision attack [34].
This scheme offers high authentication overhead, higher
computational cost, and high communication cost.

Owing to the growing number of attacks on D2D commu-
nication, researchers in academia and industry have invested
many efforts in designing secure communication algorithms.
Research about D2D security is still in the initial stages. Some
researchers used the most common security algorithms for
normal communication over the network. A few researchers
have used MANETS algorithms for proposing security
solutions [35], [36]. Most of the security algorithms only
focus on one or two security requirements that must be
met for designing a secure technique for D2D. Another
issue is that D2D designing is still under development
and creates an emerging security requirements issue. Some
algorithms are proposed based on old requirements while
some new requirements have emerged. Another issue is that
devices involved in D2D have variable computation power
and due to application probability across different devices;
any device can act as communicating device. Hence, the
developed solution must consider a low computation device.
Owing to this issue, many of the proposed solutions may
be vulnerable to new era attacks [6]. Numerous techniques
and approaches focused on secure data transfer, some
others focused on authentication and key agreements. These
proposed techniques for D2D security usually focused on the
security of data, sharing of data securely, authentication, and
agreement of keys. Table 1. shows the comparison of attacks
between our proposed scheme and two selected benchmark
schemes that are TwoFactor and 2PAKEP. Most of the
security techniques focus on single operators and security
issues are considered individually without combining the
security techniques with key management. D2D inherently
poses several challenges and threats that can be categorized
into single-hop and multi-hop challenges. D2D is more
open to any kind of attacks that were even non-existent
in the traditional 5G/6G network. But allowing the devices
to act as relaying with intelligence devices opens a whole
bunch of attacks that should be handled differently; as the
devices have low computing power and are required to do
many new tasks which were not their actual part before
algorithms.

In this paper, we aim to design a Lightweight ECC-based
Multifactor Authentication Protocol for D2D communication
which mitigates all major security attacks to provide secure
end-to-end communication with lower computational cost,
communication cost, and authentication overhead.
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TABLE 1. Device/relaying node computational parameters.

FIGURE 2. System model for proposed scheme.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To secure multi-hop D2D communication, a lightweight
ECC-based multi-factor authentication protocol (LEMAP)
has been proposed that ensures secure end-to-end commu-
nication along with lower authentication and communication
overhead. The proposed scheme is secure against imperson-
ation attacks, replay attacks, man in the middle (MITM)
attacks, masquerading attacks, DoS attacks, rouge relay
attacks, and privacy issues. To secure multi-hop D2D
communication, the multi-factor authentication (MFA) layer
and security layer are introduced as sublayers to the main
security layer. The Block diagram of both layers is shown in
Figure 2.

1) MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION LAYER
The multi-factor authentication layer consists of four compo-
nents pseudo-IDs, random number, challenge,

and timestamp. Pseudo IDs are assigned to devices to hide
real identity during communication so that adversary should
not be able to know the actual identity and location of the
participating device. This helps to secure communication
from identity reveal attacks. One-time password OTP is
generated using a random number with specific time validity.
Each device must respond and solve OTP to get validity
trust from eNB to communicate with other devices. If a
device is unable to respond to OTP within a specific time
period, its validity expires which secures communication
from malicious attackers who may try to use OTP after some
time. Each request message is sent along with a challenge
and every response is required to solve this challenge. When
a message is sent, its hashed challenge solution is also
sent with the actual message. When a receiver receives the
message and solves the challenge, it decrypts the ‘already
sent solved challenge’ and compares it with the solution.
If ‘solved challenge’ and ‘sent challenge solution’ are the
same, themessage is considered valid and trusted. A blindfold
challenge scheme is used in this algorithm to create challenge
and challenge solutions.

The timestamp is another factor used to check the
message’s freshness and verify it for a replay attack. If the
message responds within the timestamp, the message is
considered fresh and free of any replay attack. All these
above-mentioned factors combine to develop LEMAP a
multi-factor authentication protocol to secure D2D commu-
nication with less authentication overhead and lightweight in
communication and computation cost.

2) SECURITY LAYER
The security layer comprises five major components which
include: key creation, secure key transmission, freshness,
hashing, and cryptographic module. The key creation module
is responsible for the creation of a secret point for communi-
cation. For this purpose, Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
based algorithm is used. Secure key transmission is a very
important part of secure D2D communication where secret
keys generated using ECC are securely transmitted. Elgamal
algorithm is used for sharing keys and sending encrypted
messages. For message freshness, the timestamp is used, and
this will secure the message from replay attack. To secure
messages from the MITM attack, a simple challenge-
response authentication scheme is used. This scheme will
also ensure the delivery of the message. To ensure the
integrity of the message, a double hashing technique is
used which helps to avoid collisions in hash tables. The
double hashing is done using the SHA v3 algorithm. In the
cryptographic module, encryption and decryption of data are
done at any device or eNB. ECC is used for both encryption
and decryption, which is lightweight and has a small
key size.

B. METHODOLOGY
To resolve mentioned challenges, in this paper we propose
an ECC-based multifactor authentication that comprises
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FIGURE 3. Complete secure message exchange and authentication in LEMAP scheme.

pseudo-IDs, OTP, timestamp, challenge, and password and
uses ECCwith Deffie Hellmen for encryption-decryption and
Elgamal for key exchange. The double hashing is done using
the SHA v3 algorithm to send encrypted messages. Each
message is double hashed and digitally signed with a private
key of the sender and a public key of the receiver which
ensures secure message transfer.

C. LEMAP ALGORITHM
Figure 3 shows all steps explained how D1 and D2 get
authentication and authorization from eNB.

Step1: Device D1 sends a communication request to eNB.
The request message contains the pseudo ID for devices D1
and D2, CH and eNB, challenge, timestamp, and the double
hash of the message is sent to CH. The message is encrypted

with the private key of D1 and the public key of CH which
forwards the message to eNB. The message from D1 to eNB
is encrypted with the public key of eNB.

Step2: The cluster Head forwards this request message
from D1 to eNB with its new timestamp, challenge, and
encrypted by the private key of CH. The whole message is
encrypted with the public key of eNB.

Step3: eNB decrypts the message received from CH and
sends it an OTP with a timestamp to verify the legitimacy of
CH. The message is encrypted with the private key of eNB
and the public key of CH.

Step4: CH solves OTP and responds to eNB with OTP
solution, challenge. The hashed message is encrypted with
the private key of CH and the public key of eNB is
sent to eNB.
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TABLE 2. Basic BAN logic formulas adopted for formal analysis.

Step5: eNB decrypts message received from CH. eNB
validates CH and now sends CH new OTP for both devices
D1 and D2 to verify D1 and D2 legitimacy. The message is
encrypted with the private key of eNB and public keys of D1
and D2. The whole message is encrypted by the public key of
CH.

Step6: CH receives a message from eNB and decrypts
the message with its private key. CH forwards this OTP to
devices D1 with its timestamp and challenge. The message is
encrypted by the private key of CH and the public key of D1.

Step7: CH receives a message from eNB and decrypts
the message with its private key. CH forwards this OTP to
devices D2 with its timestamp and challenge. The message is
encrypted by the private key of CH and the public key of D2.

Step8: D1/D2 sends an authentication request message to
CH with a new timestamp challenge with the double hash of
the message. The message is encrypted by the private key of
D1/D2 and the public key of eNB.

Step9: CH forwards validation request message from D1
and D2 to eNB. The message includes a timestamp, new
challenge, and double hash of message encrypted by the
private key of CH and public key of eNB.

Step10: Authentication Response Message where eNB
validates both devices D1 and D2 and sends CH to forward
validation response to both devices.

The request message contains credentials i.e. challenge and
timestamp. This message also contains a double hash value
of the challenge solution and timestamp which is signed by
the private key of eNB. The message second portion contains
response messages for D1 and D2 with credentials challenge,
timestamp, and devices D1&D2 validation solution VD′1,
VD′2 from eNB. The message is signed by the private key of
eNB and encrypted by the public key of D1 and D2.
Step11: Authentication Response Message where eNB

validates device D1 and CH forwards it to devices D1/D2.
The message is prepared by utilizing two credentials i.e.
challenge and timestamp. This message also contains the
double hash value of the challenge solution and timestamp
which is signed by the private key of CH. Themessage second

portion contains validation response message VD1′ for D1 or
VD2′ for D2 signed by the private key of eNB and signed and
encrypted by the public key of device D1 or D2 respectively.

IV. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, formal verification of authentication protocols
has been carried out. The proposed algorithm LEMAP with
the desired authentication goals is verified using formal
analysis based on Burrows, Abadi, and Needham (BAN)
Logic [37].

A. BAN LOGIC RULES
For simplification of proof, Msg stands for the messages, and
CH is used for Cluster Head. D1 and D2 stands for Device (1)
and Device (2) respectively and eNB stands for evolved Node
Base Station. Kp is used for a private key while Pk is used for
the public key. During the analysis, device (1) will be used as
D1 and device (2) will be used as D2. The basic notations are
defined in Table 2.

The various inference rules are listed below; the lists above
are the inference rules of the BAN logic. This research
presents only related rules-based extensions.

D1| ≡ D2
KD(1,2)
←→ D1,D1

(
{Msg}k SignedD2

)
D1 |≡ D2| ∼ Msg

(1)

D1| ≡ (Msg) ,D1 |≡ D2| ∼ Msg
D1 |≡ D2| ≡ (Msg)

(2)

In Equation (2), D1 believes that message Msg is fresh and
D1 believes that D2 have sent once sent a message Msg. Thus
D1 believes that D2 believes in message Msg.

D1| ≡ D2⇒ Msg,D1 |≡ D2| ≡ Msg
D1| ≡ (Msg)

(3)

In Equation (3), D1 believes that D2 have jurisdiction over
message Msg. D1 believes that D2 believes in message Msg.
Thus D1 believes in message Msg.

D1 |≡ Msg,D1| ≡ Rsp
D1| ≡ (Msg,Rsp)

(4)

In Equation (4), D1 believes inmessageMsg. D1 also believes
in message response Rsp. Thus D1 believes in both messages
Msg and response Rsp also as Equation (5).

D1| ≡ (Msg,Rsp)
D1| ≡ Msg

(5)

D1 believes in both message Msg and response Rsp. Thus,
in message Msg or vice versa D1 believes in response Rsp
shown as D1| ≡ Rsp.

D1| ≡ D2| ≡ (Msg,Rsp)
D1 |≡ D2| ≡ Msg

(6)

In Equation (6), D1 believes that D2 believes in both message
Msg and response Rsp. Thus D1 believes that D2 believes in
message Msg or vice versa D1 believes that D2 believes in
message response Rsp written as D1 |≡ D2| ≡ Rsp.

D1 |≡ D2| ∼ (Msg,Rsp)
D1 |≡ D2| ∼ Msg

(7)
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In Equation (7), D1 believes that D2 once send both messages
Msg and response Rsp. Thus D1 believes that D2 one sends
message Msg. Equation (8), as shown at the bottom of the
page, states, D1 believes that PD2 is the public key of D2 and it
has the corresponding private key KD2 . D1 also believes that it
has a secure private session key that can decrypt the message.
D2 has jurisdiction to encrypt the message with its private key
KD2 and then encrypt with the public key of D1 that is PD1 .
Thus D1 believes that D2 once sent message Msg. If D1 has
jurisdiction to do the message signature send to D2. Thus D1
has jurisdiction over message Msg such as D1 Msg.

D1 µ
(
Msg,KD(1,2)

)
D1 Msg

(9)

Equation (9) shows, D1 has jurisdiction to take the encryption
of message Msg using the shared private key. Thus D1
has jurisdiction over message Msg and vice versa, D2 also
has jurisdiction to use a shared private key and thus D2 has
jurisdiction over message Msg also shown in Equation (10).

D1 µ
(
Msg,K−1D(1,2)

)
D1 Msg

(10)

Equation (11) shows D1 has jurisdiction to decrypt the
message Msg using the shared private key. Thus D1 has
jurisdiction over message Msg and vice versa, D2 also has
jurisdiction to decrypt the message using a shared private key
and thus D2 has jurisdiction over message Msg.

D1 |≡ D2| ≡ 1(t1, t2) ,D1 |≡D2| ∼ (θ (t1, t2) ,Msg)
D1 |≡D2| ≡ (Msg)

(11)

D1 believes that D2 selects a good time interval that is
between t1 and t2. D1 believes in D2 that D2 once sent
message Msg and that is between time interval t1 and
t2. Thus D1 believes that D2 believes in message Msg as
stated in Equation (11). Before analyzing and verifying the
authentication protocols, D2D security goals need to be
clearly defined.

B. ANALYSIS OF LEMAP PROTOCOL
In the 2PAKEP benchmark protocol, assumptions are used to
prove the security goals. The first assumption is that public
and private keys have been distributed before the start of
communication. The second assumption is that the message
reaches within timestamp and due time is not expired. The
third assumption is that channel is secure, and no attack
can occur on the transmission. The proposed algorithm
LEMAP is introduced where these assumptions are handled
by introducing sound security principles and techniques.

1) AUTHENTICATION GOALS
This section elaborates the desired authentication goals to
be achieved for multi-hop Device to Device (D2D) authen-
tication protocols. Following authentication goals will be
needed in LEMAP to prove that secure mutual authentication
is achieved. In authentication goals, it is believed that all
devices in communication shared a secret key and achieved
the required goals to achieve secure mutual authentication.

All goals have been formulated in equations (12) – (15).
In Equation (12), D1 believes in CH and shared a secret
key with CH. Similarly, in Equation (13) CH believes at
D1 and shared a secret key with D1. Hence it is clear from
equations, D1 and CH both must have shared secret keys to
get authentication.

Goal 1 : D1| ≡ CH
SK
←→ D1 (12)

Goal 2 : CH| ≡ D1
SK
←→ CH (13)

In Equation (14), D2 believes at CH and shared a secret
key with CH. Similarly, CH believes in D2 and shared a
secret key with D2. Thus, it is clear from Equations (14) and
(15), D2 and CH both must have shared secret keys to get
authentication.

Goal 3 : D2| ≡ CH
SK
←→ D2 (14)

Goal 4 : CH| ≡ D2
SK
←→ CH (15)

In Equation (16), CH believes at eNB and shared a secret
key with eNB and in Equation (17), eNB believes at CH and
shared a secret key with CH. So being a multi-hop scenario,
D1, CH and eNB all shared secret keys to get secure mutual
authentication.

Goal 5 : CH| ≡ eNB
SK
←→ CH (16)

Goal 6 : eNB| ≡ CH
SK
←→ eNB (17)

2) ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are considered to prove that
the proposed algorithm LEMAP achieves secure mutual
authentication. For instance, it is assumed that all partici-
pating devices in communication shared a secret key. And
all messages received at the destination are always fresh.
It is assumed that D1 believes CH and has jurisdiction
over request message X and CH believes in eNB and has
jurisdiction over response message Y. All five assumptions
are listed below;
1. A1: D1

SK
←→ eNB 2. A2: eNB

SK
←→ D1

3. A3: eNB | ≡#Ts 4. A4: D1| ≡eNB⇒ X
5. A5: D1, D2| ≡ eNB | ≡ D1, D2

SK
←→ eNB.

The first analysis of the authentication request message and
the idealization of the message is tested as given below. Each

D1| ≡ PD2
(
D2,KD2

)
,D1| ≡ 5(K−1SS ),D2 {{Msg}KD2}PD1

D1 |≡ D2| ∼ Msg
(8)
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communication message is explained and analyzed using
BAN logic to verify security goals and how it helps to avoid
different types of attacks.

Message 1 indicates that the authentication request mes-
sage is sent from D1 to D2. This message contains pseudo-
IDs, the timestamp, challenge, and hash of the message. The
message is sent to CH and contains a message for eNB which
is a trusted powerful device and all devices are registered with
eNB. The double hash message is signed with the private key
of the sender device D1. An adversary cannot generate the
message and a modification attack will not work even if the
message is read and modified. This will also help to avoid
DoS attacks as well. The message contains a timestamp that
will prevent any replay attack. The temporal secret key SK
is also sent so that a secret point of communication can be
established without sharing any private key.
Idealization message 1: PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB,TSD1

,[
DH

(
PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB

′,TSD1

)]
PrD1


PeNB

Idealization message 2:CheNB−D1 ,TSeNB ,OTPeNB−D1
,[

DH
(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB


PD1

,

CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB ,OTPeNB−D2
,[

DH
(
CheNB−D2

′,TSeNB
,OTP′eNB−D2

)]
PreNB


PD2

Idealization message 3:CheNB−D1 ,TSeNB ,OTPeNB−D1
,[

DH
(
Ch′eNB−D1

,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB


PD1

Idealization message 4:CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB ,OTPeNB−D2
,[

DH
(
CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB

,OTPeNB−D2

)]
PreNB


PD2

Idealization message 4:{
ChD1−eNB,TsD1

,
[
DH

(
ChD1−eNB

′,TsD1

)]
PrD1

}
PeNB

Idealization message 5:{
ChD2−eNB,TsD2

,
[
DH

(
ChD21−eNB

′,TsD2

)]
PrD2

}
PeNB

Idealization message 6:{
CheNB−D1 ,TSeNB ,

[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,VD
′

1
)]

PreNB

}
PD1

Idealization message 7:{
CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB ,

[
DH

(
CheNB−D2

′,TSeNB ,VD
′

2
)]
PreNB

}
PD2

It is seen from above that all different inference rules,
D1, D2, and eNB have full belief on authentication response
message and all its credentials especially secret key (OTP)
that it is sent by the legitimate eNB which leads towards
the authenticity and secrecy of the message. So, authenti-
cation goals 12, 13, 14, and 15 have been achieved and
assumptions 18-23 have been verified. LEMAP protocol
is fully secure against a MITM attack, replay attack, DoS
attack, impersonation attack, and rogue device attack. Thus,
it can be concluded that the proposed LEMAP single-
hop authentication protocol has achieved secure mutual
authentication and is fully secure against the given attacks.

C. PROOF USING BAN LOGIC
To achieve the above goals, we have the following steps:

Step 1: In accordance withMsg1, we can get:

S1 : eNB
[
DH

(
PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB

′,TSD1

)]
PrD1

Step 2: From S1 and A1, we apply the message meaning
rule to get:

S2 : eNB| ≡D1∼

[
DH

(
PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB

′,TSD1

)]
PrD1

Step 3: In accordance with A2, we apply the freshness rule
to obtain:

S3 : eNB| ≡ #
[
DH

(
PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB

′,TSD1

)]
PrD1

Step 4: From S2 and S3, we apply the nonce verification
rule to obtain:

S4 : eNB|≡D1|≡

[
DH

(
PID1,PID2,ChD1−eNB

′,TSD1

)]
PrD1

Step 5: In accordance withMsg2, we can get:

S5 : eNB
[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB

Step 6: From S5 and A3, we apply the message meaning
rule to obtain:

S6 : D1|≡eNB∼
[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB

Step 7: In accordance with A4, we apply the freshness rule
to obtain:

S7 : D1| ≡ #
[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB

Step 8: From S6 and S7, we apply the nonce verification
rule to get:

S8 : D1| ≡ eNB|

≡
[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D1

)]
PreNB

Step 9: In accordance withMsg4, we can get:

S9 : eNB
[
DH

(
CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB

,OTPeNB−D2

)]
PreNB
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Step 10: From S5 and A5, we apply the message meaning
rule to obtain:

S10 : eNB|≡D2∼

[
DH

(
CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB

,OTPeNB−D2

)]
PreNB

Step 11: In accordance with A6, we apply the freshness rule
to obtain:

S11 : eNB|

≡ #
[
DH

(
CheNB−D2

′,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D2

)]
PreNB

Step 12: From to S10 and S11, we apply the nonce
verification rule to get:

S12 : eNB| ≡ D2|

≡
[
DH

(
Ch′eNB−D2

,TSeNB ,OTP
′

eNB−D2

)]
PreNB

Step 13:
According to S4; S8; S12; A1 and A2, we can get:

S13 : D1| ≡ eNB| ≡ D1
SK
←→ eNB (Goal 1)

and

S14 : eNB| ≡D1| ≡ D1
SK
←→ eNB (Goal 2)

Step 14: From S13 and A3, we apply the jurisdiction rule
to obtain:

S15 : D2| ≡ D2
SK
←→ eNB (Goal 3)

Step 15: From S14 and A4, we apply the jurisdiction rule
to obtain:

S16 : eNB| ≡ D2
SK
←→ eNB (Goal 4)

Goals 1-4 prove that LEMAP achieves mutual authentica-
tion between D1,D2 and eNB.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. SIMULATION SETUP
The performance study has been conducted in NCTUns
6.0 version to find the effect of Packet Delivery Ratio, Packet
Overhead, and Processing times while comparing it with
increasing the number of hops and non-transparent relays
with and without the presence of attackers. For simulation
four protocols LEMAP, TwoFactor, Chaotic and 2PAKEP
were analyzed and tested. While implementing devices, this
research considers the relaying devices like mobile devices
having a 1GHZ processor with 500MBRAMand 4GBROM.
This research does not include battery power or time as it was
not considered as part of this study. The details are shown in
Table 3.
Each device has similar capabilities and even the attacking

nodes simplify the analysis, the attacking result thus may
be affected if the illegitimate devices are high computation
power devices. Each algorithm while their implementation
within this research comparison considers the following
properties and sizes to have a fair comparison as shown in
Table 4.

TABLE 3. Device/relaying node computational parameters.

TABLE 4. Message sizes declaration of different message parts.

FIGURE 4. Packet delivery ration without attacker.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Figure 4 shows the effect of packet delivery ratio (PDR)
without an attacker in the network. The result shows that the
proposed protocol LEMAP has the highest packet delivery
ratio as the number of packets increases per message.
PDR in the figure is set as per million bit/second. In the
2PAKEP protocol, PDR falls as the number of packets is
increased. two-factor protocol PDR further lowers with the
increase of packets per message and the Chaotic scheme
shows the lowest PDR among all protocols. In LEMAP,
the number of packets sent per message is smaller in size
and requires low computation while the other two schemes
2PAKEP and TwoFactor have slightly lower PDR due to
the computational complexity and new hash generation for
forwarding messages. It is seen as the number of nodes
increases, the PDR drops around 0.014% which is because
of the increase in overhead caused by devices and nodes
verification time. LEMAP as stated earlier perform better
than 2PAKEP by around 0.07 millisecond and perform better
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than TwoFactor by 0.02 millisecond. The PDR of Chaotic
is lower by 0.05 millisecond as compared to LEMAP. This
difference is caused because of several changes in LEMAP
as compared to other protocols such as embedding the
acknowledgment inside normal messages and multi-factor
verification at once. This difference is quite significant
as more nodes add to the communication and request for
data shown as packet rate. This may reach a difference of
0.92 milliseconds for Chaotic where Chaotic takes more
time. Secondly, TwoFactor takes a slightly higher time than
LEMAP that is 0.76 milliseconds. The least difference is
with 2PAKEP which takes 0.07 milliseconds lower than
TwoFactor due to short message size. Overall, the whole
algorithm performs better in an ideal situation when there is
no security breach.

When the attacker enters the network, the performance of
LEMAP is still better than other benchmark protocols as it
does not allow any MITM and replay attack and thus has
higher throughput as compared to TwoFactor and 2PAKEP
which do not handle replay attacks as shown in Figure 5.
Also, the packet rate is still lower than the packet delivery
ratio without attacks. Here attackers are considered as rogue
devices or nodes that are jeopardizing the communication
by not forwarding the communication, re-authentication
request, and non-receipt of packet request. It is observed that
all benchmarks and the proposed algorithm have a slight
effect on PDR such as Chaotic is 0.13 millisecond slower
than LEMAP while TwoFactor is slower than Chaotic by
0.042 milliseconds. The least difference is with 2PAKEP
which is 0.01 milliseconds. When the illegitimate packets
get higher in number, the PDR drops which is around
the maximum for Chaotic that takes 0.31 milliseconds
higher time than LEMAP because of the non-availability of
certification validation option. The second-highest difference
is with 2PAKEP which is around 0.272 milliseconds. The
two-factor takes 0.26 milliseconds higher than LEMAP. The
PDR drop is significant in other benchmarks due to re-
verification requests, acknowledgment/NACK at one packet,
and trust. LEMAP itself only has an effect of 0.08millisecond
that keeps the PDR above 87% achievement level which can
help it in selection as one of the potential candidates for D2D
communication.

Packet Overhead is the total time taken to send packets
over a network that is the time taken from source to
destination. In figure 6, it is obvious from simulation results
that the proposed protocol LEMAP performs better compared
to other benchmark protocols. In LEMAP, initial packets
are hello packets that are smaller in size so they can be
transmitted easily. LEMAP scheme shows a better approach
as compared to 2PAKEP and Chaotic. The quick drop
shows several authentication messages starting to validate the
authentication. The complete diagram is shown in Figure 6.
The packet overhead of LEMAP is lower as it reduces the
packet size as compared to other schemes with added security
and mitigation of various attacks. The Packet Overhead is
the highest with TwoFactor which is 6.875% while 2PAKEP

FIGURE 5. Packet delivery ration with attacker.

FIGURE 6. Packet overhead without attacker.

FIGURE 7. Packet overhead with attacker.

has the lowest packet overhead that is 2.675% higher than
LEMAP. Chaotic takes 4.84% higher than LEMAP. All
schemes have lower packet overhead as they use hash and
drop all the illegitimate packets. Secondly, LEMAP uses a
double hash scheme of multi-factors that make it slightly
better than other schemes in catching the illegitimate packets.

If an attacker enters the network, the packet overhead is
lower as the multi-factor authentication scheme allows the
LEMAP to skip the packet exchange due to the introduction
of multi-factor. If the attacker succeeds in its attack, the
attacking node will be blocked. The results of packet
overhead with the attacker are shown in Figure 7. When the
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FIGURE 8. Processing time.

attacker is introduced, all schemes can mitigate the attacks
with the usage of hash and timestamp but still, the packet drop
will cause an extra packet that increases by packet overhead.
The packet overhead further increases with the introduction
of the attacker by 1.54% in LEAMP as compared to without
attacker approaches. The highest packet overhead is with
TwoFactor is 9.1% as compared to LEMAP approach due to
an increase in packet drop rate as well as the creation of re-
authentication packets. The second highest packet overhead
is 6.0% of Chaotic as compared to LEMAP while 2PAKEP
has 4.18% higher packet overhead as compared to LEMAP.
LEMAP uses trust validation, multi-factor authentication,
and double hash which lead to a slight improvement in the
performance of the proposed algorithm. Current schemes
also provide security at the same level but packet size
increases significantly which causes lower PDR and higher
computation costs.

Processing time in the security algorithm is an important
parameter as it is directly related to delivery rate or ratio.
If processing time is higher, it can result in higher processing
costs as well as will be difficult to be adapted to small-scale
devices. From simulation analysis, the processing time of the
proposed protocol LEMAP is far lower than other benchmark
algorithms. The processing time of LEMAP remains lower
even the number of packets is increasing. It is better than
2PAKEP in terms of lower processing costs while other
benchmark algorithms have higher processing costs. The
processing cost is fully dependent on computation operations,
encryption or decryption operations, and time to compute
the signature. The complete graph is shown in Figure 8. The
processing time of LEMAP is lower as compared to 2PAKEP
by 6.9%, while chaotic takes 22.37% more time as compared
to LEMAP. The time taken by other algorithms is higher
due to their increased data size, separate processing of hash,
timestamps, and key exchange. The maximum processing
time is taken by TwoFactor is 28.4% due to the extra
processing of two hashes.

As mentioned in the literature, with the increase of the
number of rouge relays, the number of attacks also increases
and when rouge relays number increases as compared to
legitimate relays, the traffic cannot be transmitted which
may result in a DoS attack. LEMAP still ensures that no

FIGURE 9. Effect of increasing rouge relays in terms of traffic simulation.

illegitimate traffic can pass through the network due to prior
registration and mutual authentication. The effect of rouge
relays and PDR is shown in Figure 9. The delay in the
LEMAP scheme is due to the verification of nodes and
sending of the verification message again. In this experiment,
we considered a total of 25 nodes out of which a maximum
of 10 nodes is compromised. This research did not check the
effect of rouge relays above 10 as one of the benchmarks,
Chaotic PDR has dropped to a non-acceptable level. There
is a significant drop in LEAMP PDR that is around 50% but
this experiment considered only 25 nodes in the experiment
out of which 40% are compromised. This is better as the
trust and validation model is embedded in the proposed
algorithm while another benchmark lacks this feature. The
only acceptable level is at 25% for other benchmarks where
chaotic has a PDR of 49.47%, 2PAKEP has PDR to 55.62%
and TwoFactor has a PDR of 66.48% while LEMAP has
a PDR of around 75%. Later, the drop in PDR of these
benchmarks was already explained due to no feedback on
transmission and non-consideration of more than two or three
nodes being compromised.

C. DISCUSSION ON COMPUTATIONAL SECURITY
ANALYSIS
The proposed protocol LEMAP validates that it is lightweight
than other benchmark protocols. Packet delivery ratio of
LEMAP protocol is better than other protocols in both
situations either the network is without an attacker or the
attacker is present in the network but still LEMAP results
in high data rate and increased performance. Results have
proved that the packet overhead of LEMAP is also better
than other protocols due to hello packets of smaller size. The
processing time of LEMAP is also proved that it is lower than
other protocols even with an increased number of packets.
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But in the case of vulnerable situations and normal traffic,
one of the other benchmark protocols that perform better
is TwoFactor. It provides PDR up to 73% when there are
around 25% of rouge relays but as the percentage of rouge
nodes increases, the effect on transmission failure increases.
One of the reasons is that trust validation and certificate are
not part of current security schemes, especially in selected
benchmarks. Secondly, this research considers that devices
can be compromised in bulk as compared to existing security
schemes that only consider two devices’ communication
with a third device acting as an attacker. The authentication
overhead of LEMAP is the lowest and hence it can be adapted
even in case of vulnerable situations such as an increase in
rouge relays or DoS attacks.

1) SECURITY ANALYSIS
It is mandatory for any method or algorithm to be considered
fully secure if it works well against any kind of brute force
attack or intelligent attack. In this section, LEMAP will
be checked thoroughly against well-known computational
attacks i.e. discrete logarithm problem (DLP). DLP is one of
the trapdoor functions that can easily be calculated but is very
critical to go back to its original shape and is very challenging
from computational perspectives as compared to factorization
problems utilized in RSA or DH algorithm [38], [39].
LEMAP also belongs to such a category where the finding of
the key is tremendously challenging. LEMAP utilizes an ECC
cryptosystem where the key selection size between devices
and eNB will be to be 512 bits and the session key will be
384 bits.

ECC is constructed on a finite cyclic group Fc, for two
primitive elements α and β where both α and βεFc. While
DLP is finding the integer k where k satisfies the following
criteria αK ≡ β or k = logα β. Now in terms of
ECC, we are required to calculate multiplicative inverse k
while α, βandFc. To conduct a DLP check, there are several
mechanisms are available. However, in this article, we use
brute force attack (BFA), Pollard’s rho method, and the Baby
Step Giant Step_(BsGs) method.

2) BRUTE FORCE ATTACK (BFA)
In BFA, we must find the K time point multiplication with
the base point Fc such that α is achieved. While the Elliptic
curve works on an elliptic equation that makes the rotation
with K, so the complexity becomes more when the key is
rotated β times. Even if this communication is cracked, the
proposed algorithm uses session-based encryption using the
same algorithm making the cracking to be done for each
session. Thus, the complexity will add up for each session
and vice versa; if one of the sessions is hacked (that is not
possible) so only the session communication may become
compromised and not the rest of the sessions.

Usually, the attacker will start with K = 1 then k =2, and
so on. If the size of k = 4, bits then about after 4096 tries we
can find k. But for our case, as the key is 512 bits large so
it is practically impossible to conduct an attack as required

TABLE 5. Key size comparison.

TABLE 6. Processing time of computing operations.

possible attempts will be 215360. Or even attack 384 bits
that means will be 27680 cannot be performed. Suppose we
have a world-fast supercomputer that is IBM AC922 costing
200 million USD [40]. The speed of single processing on
this processor is 250 per second as explained around 3 billion
cycles to be executed. Thus, around 1536 years will be
required to do the cracking process or we can buy 1536
computers to crack the key in one year.We have set the refresh
time to be one week for the main key while for the session the
smaller key will change after each session. This proves that
brute force attack is highly expensive (around 3 trillion USD)
that is almost impossible to conduct.Moreover, we have taken
the assumption that each key can be computed in one second
while it requires more computation for a higher key size.

3) POLLARD’s RHO METHOD
It is a better and more intelligent way to attack the setup
as it supports parallelization and random walk. Pollard’s rho
method reduced the permutations by a square root. So only
possible keys will reduce the number of permutations by one
equation to 215359, hence requiring almost the same time as
the BFA. The Pollard rho method will fail here also. LEMAP
is a generic algorithm and allows the key size to be increased
according to the security required such as if the key size is
1024 then we have almost 21966080 combinations that will
require above 1.9 million years.

4) BABY STEP GIANT STEP (BsGs)
BsGs is also a method that required an intelligent approach
to crack the security key in two directions. It also reduced the
number of efforts to

√
N times thus making it half the size.

In BsGs, the task is to find k where k >
√
#β and compute

α = gk where g can from 0 to k. As still, it is computationally
expensive even after

√
#β, it will just reduce the efforts by

half providing surety to have complexity such as DLP.

5) KEYSPACE
A keyspace is a way to store all possible permutations of pair
and then just compare the results. We are considering that
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TABLE 7. Computation cost.

the key calculation takes a second, so the validity holds true
for the keyspace. This means we require 215359 ∗ 29, which
is equal to 215368 bits or 215365 bytes to store the key or
215347 petabytes minimum, making it extremely complex
for parallel processing even through IBM AC922.

6) KEY SIZE
Key size is an important feature of ECC that makes it
extremely usable in the current era where supercomputers
can compute billions of computations per second. ECC is
based on elliptic curves and thus their key size complexity
is far higher than that of RSA and DH. Table 5 shows the
detailed comparison of the key size of ECC as compared to
symmetric key as well as RSA and DH. Table 5 is made on
values reported by [17], [41]–[44]. It is clear from table 4 that
ECC consumes lesser space than traditional asymmetric
algorithms and double the space than symmetric algorithms.
Thus, ECC provides the best approach to date to use for small
devices. As storage, processing, and security of ECC are
highly better than any other security algorithms in practice.

7) PROCESSING COST
The major cost in all ECC-based algorithms is pairing,
multiplication, and encryption as mentioned by [12], [45]–
[47]. Thus, we will only consider these operations as a major
contributor to computations. We have considered the world’s
fastest and most powerful supercomputer for the attack but in
practice, the purpose of LEMAP is to be executed on small
devices such as mobile phones or small computing devices.
Thus to consider the computation cost or processing cost we
will use benchmark device power where each implementation
was executed on Intel 3.0 GHz Pentium processor. The curve
used in the implementation was 6 degrees with a 160-bit
size. The processing time took around 4.5ms on average
for pairing while 0.6ms for multiplication. Approximately,
for a 1GHZ processor, the time taken will be 13.5ms as
4.5 ∗ 3 over 1 GHz is 13.5ms. The time to compute the
exponential computation is 1.8ms for a 1 GHz processor. For
ECC the encryption and decryption are also multiplication
thus it will be a multiple of multiplication steps. While in the
case of symmetric encryption, it takes 0.5ms for performing
the encryption on a 1Ghz processor. Let tp the cost of pairing
while tm the cost of multiplication and te be the cost of
encryption as shown in Table 6.

For Chaotic protocol, there are several operations required
such as one exponential computation and encryption oper-
ation thus requiring 23th + 4tm + 5tp + te in time. There
are twenty-three hashing operations requiring 23th in time.

FIGURE 10. Ratio of computational cost.

For key generation, there are encryption using public and
private keys of the session thus requiring 4tm in time. For
pairing five operations are required 5tp.Thus in total, it will
be 23th + 4tm+5tp+ te. For a two-factor protocol, each node
must calculate their key and two hashing operations, thus
requiring 2tm time cost. With each random number, there is a
key generation that requires 2tm time in cost. Four signature
generation operations will require 6tp time. There are two
encryption operations thus requiring 2tm time. Hence, it will
be 29th + 2tm + 6tpintotal. For the 2PAKEP protocol, there
are thirty-one hashing operations for each key so it requires
31th in time. Each device must generate the key pairs which
will require 2tm in time. There are five signature operations
requiring 5tp in time. For each encryption, it will require
tm time. Merging the messages in signature encryption will
require 2te operation time in cost. Thus, in total 31th + tm +
5tp + 2te will be time cost.

For LEMAP protocol, there are twenty-two encryption
operations requiring 22te time cost. There are twenty-one
hash operations that will require 21th time. Thus, in total,
wewill need 21tm+22te+21th as the time cost. Table 7 shows
the computation cost of each security algorithm along with
LEMAP.

Figure 10 shows the computation cost for each of the
major operations such as signature, encryption, hashing, and
random number calculation. It is observed that in terms
of signature operation, LEMAP performs better than other
benchmark algorithms. In the case of encryption, the time
cost of LEMAP and 2PAKEP is the lowest while in the case of
other operations cost of LEMAP and Chaotic have the lowest.
Thus overall, the time cost of the proposed LEMAP is the
lowest as compared to selected benchmark algorithms. It also
provides better security as compared to existing security
algorithms

8) VERIFICATION OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
It is mandatory to verify whether LEMAP fulfilled all the
security requirements, for instance, confidentiality, integrity,
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non-repudiation, and mutual authentication. This section
will elaborate in-depth security analysis against the baseline
security requirements.

9) DATA CONFIDENTIALITY
The basic definition of confidentiality is that the datemust not
be seen by any third party. Thus, to ensure confidentiality of
the proposed LEMAP, it must be evaluated whether the data
sent can be seen by any third party. For this, it can be seen that
given below Equations (18) & (19) are first encrypted by the
receiver’s public key. In equation 18, there are three receivers,
i.e. CH, eNB, and D1, thus, it can be seen that respective
messages are encrypted using their respective public keys.
The same concepts apply to Equation (19). Thus, it can be
said that the proposed scheme well ensure the confidentiality
of data.

ChCH−D1 ,TSCH ,
[
DH

(
ChCH−D1

′,TSCH
)]

PrCH
,

CheNB−D1 ,TSeNB−D1
,

VD1
′

[
DH

(
CheNB−D1

′,TSeNB−D1
,VD1

′

)]
PreNB


PD1

(18)


ChCH−D2 ,TSCH ,

[
DH

(
ChCH−D2

′,TSCH
)]

PrCH
,

CheNB−D2 ,TSeNB−D2
,

VD2
′

[
DH

(
CheNB−D2

′,TSeNB−D2
,VD2

′

)]
PreNB


PD2

(19)

10) DATA INTEGRITY, TRACEABILITY, AND
NON-REPUDIATION
To ensure data integrity during the end to end to commu-
nication, the message is first encrypted with the sender’s
private key and later the message is hashed using SHA-3.
Over the insecure channel, the hashed value together with an
encrypted message is sent. On the receiver end, the receiver
hashed the encrypted message and matched it with the hashed
value (the hashed value sent over the insecure channel),
if both values matched which proves that the message is not
tempered. Moreover, since the sender’s message is encrypted
with the sender’s private key, there is no method, the sender
can deny the sending of messages. This also ensures the non-
repudiation property of security requirements.

11) USER PRIVACY
In device-to-device communication, if real identities are not
hidden properly then it can cause several privacy issues,
which consequently can lead towards identity theft attacks
which can be a major cause for impersonation attacks.
Pseudo-identities of every participating device are utilized in
LEMAP to hide the real identities. However, only eNB knows
the real identity of the participating devices for secrecy and
authenticity purposes. Thus, our proposed LEMAP ensures
user privacy.

12) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION
In LEMAP, it is mandatory for all the participating devices to
first register with eNB and get their public and private keys
to avoid impersonation attacks. MFT contains all registration
records of validated devices and is shared with eNB. Thus,

the validation trust on keys is already established. Secondly,
LEMAP is a multifactor authentication scheme, where a
second phase and third phase OTP and biometrics are utilized
respectively. These OTP and biometrics are shared mutually
by both parties thus ensuring mutual authentication.

VI. CONCLUSION
This research has developed a Lightweight ECC-basedMulti-
factor Authentication Protocol (LEMAP) D2D to ensure
security in multi-hop D2D communication. The developed
security algorithm provides not only better security but also
decreases extra communication and computation overhead
due to its lightweight mechanism. Consequently, it will
reduce the processing and storage burden on small devices.
There is a lot of research on security algorithms for single-hop
D2D, while multi-hop D2D research is still at the beginning
stage. This research focused on both multi-hop D2D as well
as direct D2D communication. The algorithm is based on
ECC and multi-factor authentication of devices as multi-
hop D2D allows miniature cellular devices to act as decode
and forwarding relay. To secure communication between two
devices, a LEMAP protocol has been developed. LEMAP
is safe against impersonation attacks, replay attacks, MITM
attacks, DoS attacks, and device rogue attacks. D2D multi-
hop communication for disastrous areas where there is a
lack of infrastructure deployment can be considered as a
key research area. LEMAP provides an adaptive approach
but still, the performance and security of multi-hop for
LEMAP can be a potential research direction. Multi-hop
D2D networks can increase the cost as the dual interface is
required for users to switch to either D2D or cellular. This
area can be future research to decrease the D2D infrastructure
deployment cost.
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